Nanotechnology has become one of the most active research areas in construction materials. Nano composites such as CNTs, Graphene Oxide (GO)derived graphene-based materials are being used in various disciplines as they enhances both mechanical, electrical properties and also transport properties determining the long term durability in concrete structure. But nanomaterial generally agglomerates due to the strong Van der Waal's forces at nano scale and reduced workability which may be due to adsorption of free water onto the surface of nanomaterial in concrete which may be overcome by a perfect combination of sonication for mechanical separation and compatible admixtures of the respective nanocomposites [1] . It has been observed that graphene oxide which is a monolayer of graphene with oxygen containing functional groups [5] has the ability to absorb water molecule producing a water reservoir and water transport channel for further hydration of cement, accelerates the hydration rate due to its catalytic behavior when added to cement as reinforcing material [2] . Effects of GO addition into cement matrix can effectively improve the transport properties in cement which eventually improve its durability (its transport properties reduce the movement of aggressive chemicals due to formation of strong barrier enhancing its resistance to aggressive elements). With surface area larger than that of cement makes GO a filler material in nano scale refining the pore structure which enhances the compressive strength by 13-33%, flexural strength by 41-58%, increasing the viscosity sharply and reducing the setting time of cement mortar with increment of GO and with ages. Figure 1 illustrates the SEM images of hydrated cement paste at 28 days showing flowerlike crystals. The amount of crystals increases with increase in concentration of GO in cement matrix resulting in the formation of reinforced structure by reducing harmful pores [3, 4] . Comparing the limits of nanomaterial composite i.e. CNTs, Graphenederived cement based (gets agglomerated easily) and Graphene oxide (GO) of which GO cement composite shows a better result being surface-functionalized in nature having very less dispersion problem and the reduced setting time which is not more than 30 minutes making the cement usable as it does not exceed the range of national standard. This paper gives an overview about the limits and influence of the nanomaterial (GO) as reinforcing material in cement based composites due to its dispersibility property, performance in microstructure level to enhancement of mechanical properties by controlling the cracks at nano scale level and improving the microstructure of cement matrix, transport properties and durability governing the service life of the concrete structures.
